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Communication in Information Seeking Behaviour – Part one
Aondoana Daniel Orlu
Kaase Dominic Imeh
Benedict Ifeanyichukwu Okike

Abstracts
Much research has been carried out into information behaviour over many years. In
every field, researchers study information seeking and use in yet another context
(culture, organization, health, community, domain, and so on) without regard to any
understandings of information seeking and use in other contexts.” This research set
out to address these criticisms by building on existing models from library and
information science and from communication studies to develop a new representation
of information behaviour – one that encompasses seeking, use and communication of
information. The ISCM model has been used to examine information behaviour in health
care in order to investigate its validity and the insights that it can provide. By testing
the model’s validity, the research also investigates the practical relevance of the
models on which it is based and the elements of information behaviour that they
identify. Health care was chosen to test the model because it has been a fertile field for
exploration of information behaviour. The information needs and behaviour of
physicians: content analysis of individual studies to examine further the applicability
and validity of the Information Seeking and Communication Model a number (5) of
studies of physicians’ information behaviour have been analysed in more detail using
deductive content analysis. The findings indicate that, the specific collaborative
information behaviours observed in the study were collaborative information seeking,
collaborative information processing, and collaboration in decision making and taking
action, and a related activity was information sharing. These findings indicate that the
ISCM adequately represents key features of information users’ behaviour and factors
affecting it. The five studies together provide evidence that all of this is true with regard
to physicians’ information behaviour. They provide examples of the activities of
physicians in seeking information and some of the thoughts and feelings they may have
as they seek information. They also provide examples of physicians’ processing and
assessing information and using it to make decisions, take actions or to increase their
knowledge.
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1. Introduction

The term “information behaviour” has been defined in different ways. One widely
quoted definition is that of Wilson, who describes it as “the totality of human behaviour
in relation to sources and channels of information, including both active and passive
information use” (Wilson 2000: 3). Pettigrew et al. (2001: 5) refer to information behaviour as “the study of how people need, seek, give, and use information in different
contexts, including the workplace and everyday living.” Ingwersen and Jarvelin define
it as the “generation, acquisition, management, use and communication of information,
and information seeking” (Ingwersen and Jarvelin, 2005: 259).
The term has thus been taken to encompass a number of 2 different activities and, in
particular, information seeking and acquisition, use of information, and communication. Much research has been carried out into information behaviour over many years.
Studies of information seeking and use date back at least as far as the Royal Society
Scientific Information Conference of 1948, at which several papers on the information
behaviour of scientists were presented Wilson (1999: 8). The information behaviour of
health professionals has been studied since at least the early 1940s Sherrington
(1965). Research into communication has an even longer history: Lasswell’s studies
of propaganda and mass communication, for example, date back to the 1920s Laswell
(1927).
Many theories and models of information behaviour have been developed as a result
of this research (Fisher et al. 2005; Case, 2012; McQuail and Windahl, 1993; Baran
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and Davis, 2003). Most, however, are restricted in their scope. Those developed in
library and information science (LIS) typically focus on the information seeker and information-seeking behaviour. Mass communication models, on the other hand, mostly
focus on the communicator and the effectiveness of the communication process, particularly from the perspective of the communicator. Since so many theories and models have been formulated it is legitimate to ask what their value is and how far they
build on each other to develop understanding of information behaviour in a practically
relevant way.
Theoretical frameworks from library and information science are often based on work
done solely or mostly by one researcher in a particular environment (Foster et al.
2008), and it has been suggested McKechnie et al. (2001) that they have had little
impact outside the LIS field. Over the years there have been criticisms that LIS research often fails to build on existing theory: “Throughout the period [since the Royal
Society conference in 1948] the one constant complaint of commentators has been
that researchers have not built upon prior research in such a way as to cumulate a
body of theory and empirical findings that may serve as a starting point for further
research” (Wilson, 1999).
Case (2002: 284-287) reviewed the criticisms of research into information behaviour
and asked “Has any other literature generated so many complaints of low quality, or
exhibited so many signs of being over studied?” Referring to the practical value of the
research and theories developed he commented: “what of the utility of 3 information
behavior studies?... to read some of today’s information seeking research it would
seem that we have now reached the point where the scholarliness of the studies correlates with their degree of uselessness for institutional purposes.... Certain themes
and sources are cited by one study that are picked up in later studies, but without
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necessarily leading either to an advancement of theory or to an accumulation of comparable findings.”
In similar vein, Dervin (2003) remarked on the narrowness of focus of much research:
“In every field, researchers study information seeking and use in yet another context
(culture, organization, community, domain, and so on) without regard to any understandings of information seeking and use in other contexts.” This research set out to
address these criticisms by building on existing models from library and information
science and from communication studies to develop a new representation of information behaviour – one that encompasses seeking, use and communication of information.
The new model has been used to examine information behaviour in health care in
order to investigate its validity and the insights that it can provide. By testing the
model’s validity, the research also investigates the practical relevance of the models
on which it is based and the elements of information behaviour that they identify.
Health care was chosen to test the model because it has been a fertile field for exploration of information behaviour. There have been many studies of the information behaviour of health professionals, especially that of physicians (e.g. Coumou and
Meijman, 2006; Davies, 2007; Dawes and Sampson, 2003; Gorman, 1999; Lacey Bryant, 2000) and the model can build on the extensive existing research. Physicians
have to deal with a large volume of information every day. They need details of the
patients they are treating, the conditions being treated and appropriate medicines, and
they may need a range of other information (Gorman, 1995; Smith, 1996). To meet
these needs they may actively seek information from a number of sources, including
colleagues, journals, books, websites and other computer-based sources (Bennett et
al, 2005; Davies, 2007; Smith, 1996).
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In the UK a large amount of information is also proactively communicated to physicians by a variety of individuals and organizations including colleagues, professional
bodies such as the Royal College of Physicians and the Royal College of General
Practitioners, the National Health Service (NHS) and associated bodies such as the 4
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE), and also by the pharmaceutical industry. Much of this information seeking, use and communication takes place in
the context of evidence based clinical practice, which has played a significant role in
influencing information behaviour in health care in recent years (Evidence-Based Medicine Working Group, 1992).
In the context of the use of medicines the term that is more often used is evidencebased medicine (EBM), which has been defined as “the integration of best research
evidence with clinical expertise and patient values” (Sackett et al. 2000). In order to
understand what this means in practice it is important to clarify what constitutes “best
research evidence”. NICE aims to foster EBM by providing national guidance on health
care. It is “the independent organization responsible for providing national guidance
on the promotion of good health and the prevention and treatment of ill health ... Ensuring care provided is based on the best evidence available” (Chidgey et al. 2007).
Thus to a significant extent it acts as an arbiter of what is the “best” evidence for the
UK National Health Service.
In determining what is the most appropriate treatment for a particular condition NICE
considers not only clinical effectiveness but also cost. From NICE’s perspective, “The
development and use of clinical guidance based on assessment of clinical and cost
effectiveness is probably the most important approach to ensuring patients derive the
full benefits from clinical research” (Chidgey et al. 2007). Based on his or her clinical
experience and expertise, however, a physician may have a different view about the
5

best treatment for an individual patient and the relevance of cost considerations. One
of the criticisms of evidence-based medicine has been that it may threaten the autonomy of the doctor-patient relationship (Cohen et al. 2004).
1.2 Research Question and Objective
How do physicians communicate while seeking for information?
1. To review existing literature on information seeking behaviour
2. To link communication to information seeking
3. To explore information seeking behaviour of physicians
4. To make recommendation for further research

2.1 Literature Review
Information-seeking behaviour can be seen as a subset of information behaviour. Informationsearching behaviour, concerned particularly with the interactions between the information user
and information systems, is in turn a subset of information-seeking behaviour. An important
element of the wider concept of information behaviour is communication. However, most
model of information behaviour from the field of library and information science do not explicitly
include communication or do not cover it in any detail. Their focus is on the information user
and the user’s needs. But as Bao and Bouthillier (2007) point out, “In information-sharing activity, information provider’s behavior is not passively driven or solicited by information needs
of the user; without information provider’s motivations of sharing, information sharing behavior
will not happen. “The widely cited model developed by Krikelas (1983) refers to “information
giving”, defined as “the act of disseminating messages … in written (graphic), verbal, visual or
tactile forms”. However, apart from stating that individuals may be both senders and receivers
of information, Krikelas has little to say about this aspect of information behaviour. The models
of Wilson (1999) and Ingwersen and Jarvelin (2005) show the links between communication
and information seeking.
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2.2 Wilson’s model of information seeking and communication
Wilson’s 1999 model links information seeking to communication, and thus the information
provider:

Figure 1. Wilson’s model of information seeking and communication
Wilson uses the term “channels of communication” in this model to mean information sources.
This differs somewhat from his use of the term as an intervening variable under “source characteristics” in his 1996 model, where it refers to a means of communication such as talking or
mass media. Both are different meanings of “channel” from that used in communication theory,
where channel refers to the physical means of carrying a signal Windahl et al (2009: 17). This
model gives a deliberately simplified view of information seeking, and it is necessary to refer
back to the earlier models in order to explore the different elements of information behaviour
and the factors affecting it.
2.3 Ingwersen and Jarvelin model
Figure 2 shows one of the graphical representations of the cognitive model of information
behaviour developed by Ingwersen and Jarvelin (2005). The model focuses on information
seeking and retrieval but it includes the various “cognitive actors” involved:
• Authors of information objects
• Information seekers
• Designers of database structures and systems, interfaces, retrieval functionalities etc.
7

• Human indexers
• Selectors deciding on the availability of information objects (examples mentioned by
Ingwersen and Jarvelin include journal editors, database producers, reviewers and conference
organizers)
• Communities of individuals organized in a social, cultural or organizational context.

Figure 2 Ingwersen and Jarvelin model
The inclusion in this model of information providers (authors), as well as information seekers,
and of selectors, system designers and indexers makes it a more general representation of
information behaviour than those already discussed. The graphical representation of the
model is fairly simple but Ingwersen and Jarvelin provide much more detail of the framework
and underlying concepts in their written description of it (Ingwersen and Jarvelin, 2005,). One
factor of great importance in the model is context. Unlike Leckie et al. (1996), Ingwersen and
Jarvelin refer to the different contexts of the information seeker, the author, the selector and
the other actors involved. Authors are influenced by their context to communicate information
and the intended meaning of that information is also affected by the context. NICE, for example, which is charged with the responsibility of providing “national guidance on the promotion
of good health and the prevention and treatment of ill health” (http://www.datadictionary.nhs.uk/), produces guidelines in order to influence health care professionals’ clinical practice.
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The pharmaceutical industry communicates information through advertising and other means
in order to bring its products to the attention of health care 40 professionals and to increase
sales. The recipients interpret the information, and “their context determines the nature of the
interpretations that are made” (Ingwersen and Jarvelin 2005: 260). Thus the intended meaning and the received meaning may not be the same. For example, a guideline produced to
reflect best clinical practice, which is based on evidence from clinical trials, may not be regarded by a physician as best practice because it does not take into account his/her medical
knowledge or the differences between patients in clinical trials and those seen in everyday
practice (Feinstein and Horwitz, 1997; Tonelli, 2006). When considering the information activities associated with health care provision, the differences in context between the various players involved – physicians, NHS bodies, NICE, the pharmaceutical industry – need to be taken
into account.
2.4 Dervin’s Sense-Making
Dervin’s Sense-Making (Dervin, 2005; Dervin et al., 2003) was not developed as a model but
as a framework for research, “a conceptual tool of broad applicability for use in understanding
the relationship of communication, information, and meaning” Tidline (2005). It is included
here because it has had much influence on studies of information behaviour, in both communication and LIS disciplines Tidline (2005), and because Dervin has summarized its key ideas
in the form of a diagram (Figure3), which can be seen as a model. This representation of
Sense-Making shows a person facing a “gap” – a situation that the person needs to make
sense of. As described by Romanello et al. (2003), this representation consists of the:
1. “Situation or the time-space contexts within which sense is constructed;
2. Gap or the “information needs,” or questions people have as they construct and deconstruct
sense while moving through time-space that need bridging;
3. Verbings: sense-making and sense-unmaking of the individual;
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4. Bridge or the assemblage of ideas, emotions, attitudes and memories, from the past, present and future moments that the individual constructs to negotiate the gaps and uses to move
from one moment to the next; and
5. Outcomes or the information uses or helps and hurts that the individual puts into newly
created sense.

Figure 3: Sense-Making Metaphor
Moving across time and space facing a gap, building a bridge across the gap, and then constructing and evaluating the uses of the bridge. (Dervin 2005 and Dervin et al, 2003: 238).
3.1 Method and Analysis
The information needs and behaviour of physicians: content analysis of individual studies to
examine further the applicability and validity of the Information Seeking and Communication
Model a number of studies of physicians’ information behaviour have been analysed in more
detail using deductive content analysis. The technique is described below in section 4.4.and
the findings are presented in the subsequent sections of this chapter. Five studies of physicians’ information behaviour were analysed:
• Reddy and Jansen (2008) studied collaborative information behaviour in hospital health care
teams in the USA using observation and questioning. Many studies and models of information
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behaviour focus on an individual information user’s perspective. It was therefore of interest to
discover what additional insights could be obtained from this study of collaboration in information behaviour and how well the ISCM represents such behaviour.
• Prosser et al. (2003) interviewed general practitioners in the UK in order to explore the influences and information sources affecting their prescribing decisions.
• Lacey Bryant (2004), using a case-study approach, interviewed general practitioners in the
UK to investigate their individual information needs and information seeking behaviour.
• Green and Ruff (2005) used focus group discussions to investigate the problems encountered by junior hospital doctors in the USA when seeking to answer their clinical questions.
• Hughes et al. (2010) studied the online searching activities of hospital- and clinic-based physicians in the UK and their judgements of information quality from diaries recording their clinical information searches and by interviewing them.
These studies were selected because:
a) All involved direct interviews with or observation of physicians
b) Each report is detailed and includes quotations from the physicians or vignettes describing
activities observed during the study
c) Together they cover both primary and secondary care physicians (general practitioners and
hospital doctors)
d) Together they cover a number of different aspects of information behaviour:
− Information needs
− Individual information seeking activities
− Collaborative information seeking activities
− The use of different types of information sources, including printed
Sources, people, databases and websites
− Problems encountered in information seeking
− Factors affecting the evaluation and use of information
e) All were published within the ten years before this thesis was written
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The aims of analysing these studies in more detail are to add to the findings from the literature
review presented in the previous section of this chapter by determining:
(i.) whether the concepts identified in the ISCM are all relevant to the information behaviour
reported in these five studies
(ii.) Whether these studies describe any aspects of information behaviour not adequately covered by the concepts identified in the ISCM
(iii). How well the ISCM’s representation of information behaviour and the factors affecting it
accounts for the findings reported in these studies
3.2 Method
Content analysis is a well-established technique for analysing texts and other communications
for their content using quantitative or qualitative methods (Krippendorff, 2004). Quantitative
content analysis has been defined as “the systematic assignment of communication content
to categories according to rules, and the analysis of relationships involving those categories
using statistical methods” (Riffe et al, 2005: 3). It has been used for over a century to analyse
the content of newspapers and, more recently, other media (Krippendorff, 2004).
Quantitative analysis can be used to count words and their frequency of occurrence but it does
not provide insights into the deeper meaning represented in the text. Qualitative content analysis was therefore used in this research. Qualitative content analysis has been increasingly
used in the humanities and social sciences, using close reading of text for detailed analysis of
its meaning: “Qualitative content analysis goes beyond merely counting words to examining
language intensely for the purpose of classifying large amounts of text into an efficient number
of categories that represent similar meanings” (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005). It has been defined
as “a research method for the subjective interpretation of the content of text data through the
systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes or patterns” (Hsieh and
Shannon, 2005).
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Coding may be applied to a word, a phrase, a sentence or sometimes a paragraph. Graneheim
and Lundman (2004) in describing the techniques of qualitative content analysis refer to such
a portion of text as a meaning unit: “words, sentences or paragraphs containing aspects related to each other through their content and context.” Content analysis may be used inductively, categorizing elements of the text into categories generated from the text itself (Forman
and Damschroder, 2007). Alternatively it may be used deductively (deductive or directed content analysis), employing terms derived from a theory or model (Elo and Kyngäs, 2007; Hsieh
and Shannon, 2005; Mayring, 2000). In this chapter deductive content analysis is used to
analyse how the ISCM relates to the information behaviour of physicians. In the next chapter
it is used to analyse the information behaviour of the pharmaceutical industry.
3.3 Coding terms
A code book was produced representing the features of and factors affecting information behaviour shown in the ISCM and discussed in part 3. The full code book is shown in the Appendix and the main terms are listed in Table 1.
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Coding Terms

Used for

Information

Information; data; content of an information product; also
used for information provided as guidance, advice or
advocating a course of action.

Utility

Perceived usefulness, relevance, importance, timeliness,
accessibility or ease of use of information or of a source.

Credibility

Perceived trustworthiness, reliability, accuracy,
objectivity, authority, completeness and lack of bias of
information or of a source; homophily of a source.

User

May be an individual, group or organization that:
− uses information e.g. to take a decision or action
− seeks information
− has information needs
− receives communications

User’s Content

The user’s environmental and personal context including:
living or working environment, resources and technology
available, culture, job role, knowledge, expertise and
Psychological factors.

User’s needs, want goal.

Personal or job-related information needs, desires or aim
that
may
lead
to
information.

User’s Perceptions
User’s motivating Factors

Perceptions of self and self-efficacy; perception of a
knowledge gap; perceptions of others including sources
and information providers.
Factors motivating a user to seek information.

User’s inhibiting Factors

Factors inhibiting a user from seeking information.

Sources

General term covering information products,
communication media or the providers of information
(Definitions below). These more specific terms are
Preferred when coding text.
Individuals, groups and organizations that produce,
supply or communicate information, or facilitate or control
access to it.

Provider
Provider Content

Provide, needs wants, goal

The provider’s environmental and personal context
including, where relevant: living or working environment,
resources and technology, culture, job role, knowledge,
expertise and psychological factors.
Personal, job-related or organizational information
needs, desires or aims that may lead to production and
dissemination of information
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Provider’s Perceptions

Perceptions of an individual provider or an organization
of itself; perceptions of others including users.

Provider’s Motivating Factors

Factors motivating provider to communicate information.

Provider’s inhibiting Factors

Factors inhibiting a provider from communicating
information

Information Products

Literature, databases, websites, presentations, TV and
radio programmes and other outputs from information
providers.

Communications

The process of communicating, disseminating or sharing
information by an information provider or by a user.

Communications Mediums

The medium or channel through which information is
communicated, e.g. the Internet, traditional publishing,
mass media.

Choose Source

A user’s decision about which information source(s) to
use when searching for information.

Seek/Search for Information

Wilson’s concepts of active, ongoing and passive search.
The activities involved in seeking information – e.g. using
a search engine to search the Internet, using a database
such as PubMed, or asking a question of a colleague or
other source.

Feeling and Thoughts

Feelings and thoughts when seeking information such as
those represented in Kuhlthau’s model

Find Information

Finding information as a result of information seeking

Assess/Process Information

Analysing, evaluating, interpreting and organizing
information found by searching or received through
communication. This refers to a user of information but
may also apply to a provider, in which case the provider
is also a user using information in order, for example, to
produce an information product.

Information Use

Using information to:

Act/decide

Take action or make a decision on the basis of the
information.

Produce Information Products

Producing information in printed, electronic or other form
(use the term “information products” as above)

Communicate

Disseminating or sharing information (use the term
“communication” as above)

Information Non-Use

Ignoring information or dismissing information received
or found

Table 1: Main coding terms used in the content analysis
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3.4 Coding procedure
The coding terms were used to analyse reports from the literature on physicians’ information
behaviour. The sections of each report describing the findings were read in detail and each
portion of text referring to features of information behaviour or factors affecting it was coded
with relevant terms from the codebook wherever possible. If any text did not seem to be adequately represented by the existing codes a new term was added. At the end of the analysis
of each report, any new terms and the concepts they represented were reviewed to determine
how far the model covered them and whether it needed to be modified.
4.1 The information needs and behaviour of physicians: content analysis
of research findings in the literature
As described in section 3.1 above, five studies were selected (Reddy and Jansen, 2008;
Prosser et al., 2003; Lacey Bryant, 2004; Green and Ruff, 2005; and Hughes et al., 2010).
The analyses of the findings of these studies are described in the following sections. The
analysis of the study by Reddy and Jansen (2008) is discussed first at greater length in order
to give a detailed description of the content analysis method.
4.2 Reddy and Jansen (2008)
Study details
Reddy and Jansen (2008) studied collaborative information behaviour in two hospital-based
health care teams in the USA: the surgical intensive care unit (SICU) in a large urban teaching
hospital and the emergency department (ED) in a small rural non-teaching hospital. Their findings were obtained using an ethnographic approach, with observation and questioning of staff
about how they obtained information, and covered three main aspects of information behaviour:
• Communication
• Information needs
• Role of information retrieval technologies
16

The field notes and interviews were transcribed and were then analysed to identify categories
and the relationships between them.
Content analysis and applicability of the ISCM
Most of the coding terms relating to the information user were relevant to this study, as can
be seen from the following extracts.
− Extract RJ1
“Because the work was often rapid-paced in the SICU and ED, communication was
essential to finding needed information. In both units, team members were physically co-located and, therefore, much of the interaction was face-to-face.”

(Page 263)
Here the authors set the scene, describing the environmental context of the information users,
noting that they have information needs and that communication with colleagues was an important way for users to find information. The extract includes several concepts from the ISCM:
• Information users (“team members”)
• Information users’ environmental context (a “rapid-paced” working environment where “team
members were physically co-located”)
• Motivating factor for particular information behaviour (the rapid pace, which made communication with colleagues “essential to finding needed information”)
• Communication (two-way)
• Finding information
• Users’ needs (“needed information”)
• Communication medium (“much of the interaction was face-to-face”)
− Extract RJ2
“John, a resident, is checking on some medication that the patient is receiving.
He asks the nurse if she knows why the patient is receiving a medication that
John is not familiar with. The nurse shrugs her shoulder and tells John to talk to
Susan, the pharmacist. Susan who standing close by walks over and says, ‘I know
what that medication does but I am not sure why this patient is getting it’.”

(Page 263)
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This vignette illustrates the sort of interactive communication between health care professionals that the authors observed. A number of concepts from the ISCM are relevant here, including:
• Information seeking through communication (“He asks the nurse ...”)
• Information user’s personal context – knowledge or lack of knowledge
(“a medication that John is not familiar with”, “I know what that medication does”)
• Communication (“The nurse ... tells John to talk to Susan”, “Susan ... says...”)
− Extract RJ3
“Both John and Susan then start looking for more information about why the patient
is getting this medication. Susan is providing John information about the medication
and the possible side-effects. During this process, they are continuously exchanging information until they piece together the story. They realize that the patient is
getting the medication by mistake. They then stop the medication.” (Page 263)

Key aspects of information behaviour in this extract are:
• Information seeking – collaboratively (“John and Susan then start looking for more information”)
• Information provider (“Susan is providing John information”)
• Communication – two-way (“they are continuously exchanging information”)
• Processing information – collaboratively (“they piece together the story”)
• Act – collaboratively (“They then stop the medication”)
The particular focus of Reddy and Jansen in this study is collaborative information behaviour
and this extract provides examples of such behaviour. When analysing the text a new coding
term, “collaborative information behaviour”, was initially used.
Once coding was complete the sections of text coded with this term were reviewed to determine if they represented concepts that were not included in the ISCM. The specific collaborative information behaviours observed in the study were collaborative information seeking, collaborative information processing, and collaboration in decision making and taking action, all
of which are illustrated in this extract. A related activity was information sharing, which other
authors have also described (Bao and Bouthillier, 2007; Pilerot, 2012; Talja, 2002); the two18

way communication in this extract is an example and it shows that a user of information (Susan) can become a provider of information to another user (John). The ISCM’s representation
of collaborative information behaviour and information is discussed further below (section 4.4).
− Extract RJ4
“The team members are talking about a patient during morning rounds. They are
concerned about the spike in the patient’s temperature and are not sure what is
causing it. Because there are many different aspects of the problem they want to
look at, the team splits up the tasks. Susan, the pharmacist, prints out a medication
list to check what the patient is on. John, a resident, checks the culture book to see
if the patient has any infections that might be causing this. Gina, a fellow, is checking
the patient record system for information and Vasanth, another fellow, is checking
the patient to try to get more information.”

(Page 264)
Concepts from the ISCM in this extract include:
• Information users (“The team members”)
• Information users’ personal environment – lack of knowledge (“They ... are not sure what is
causing it”)
• Information users’ needs/wants (“there are many different aspects of the problem they want
to look at”)
• Users’ motivating factor for information seeking (“They are concerned about the spike in the
patient’s temperature and are not sure what is causing it”)
• Information seeking – collaboratively (“the team splits up the tasks”, “check what the patient
is on”, “checks ... to see if the patient has any infections”, “checking the patient record system
for information”, “checking the patient to try to get more information”)
• Information products or sources (“medication list”, “culture book”, “patient record system”,
“the patient”)
• Information
These four extracts and other parts of the text demonstrate the applicability of the following
concepts from the ISCM:
• Information
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• Information user
• User’s context
• User’s needs, wants, goals
• User’s motivating factors
• Information seeking
• Find information
• Assess/process information
• Act/decide
• Information sources
• Information providers
• Information products
• Communication
• Communication medium
Other coding terms from the ISCM that were used in the content analysis were:
• Choose source (“He turned to the pharmacist because she had the specific domain
knowledge” page 263)
• Provider’s personal context – knowledge and expertise (“... she had the specific domain
knowledge about the medication and could provide some insight into why the patient was
taking this particular medication” page 263)
Terms that were not used in the analysis were:
• Utility
• Credibility
• User’s perceptions
• User’s inhibiting factors
• Provider’s perceptions
• Provider’s needs, wants, goals
• Provider’s motivating factors
• Provider’s inhibiting factors
20

• Feelings and thoughts
• Information needs not pursued
• Information ignored or dismissed
• Communication not received
The findings of the study did not overtly refer to the credibility or utility of information or sources
or to users’ perceptions of sources and so these concepts were not coded in the analysis.
However, the information behaviour described does implicitly endorse the importance of these
concepts. It is reasonable to assume that the health care professionals would not have collaborated in information seeking and sharing if they had not perceived each other to be credible
sources. Because they worked together and each had specific knowledge and expertise, they
were accessible and useful and thus had high utility. The focus of the study was on collaborative information behaviour within each hospital team. External providers, their needs and
goals, motivating and inhibiting factors were not studied and so these concepts did not occur
in the analysis. The study reported on collaboration leading to successful searching for and
use of information. There was no discussion of factors inhibiting information seeking, information needs not being pursued or information being ignored and so these concepts were not
identified in the analysis.
To prove the validity of the ISCM it is not necessary that every facet of information behaviour
represented in the model should be demonstrated in every study. It is, however, important that
any new coding terms arising during content analysis of a study’s findings should be examined
to determine whether they represent concepts that are not adequately covered by the model.
During the initial content analysis a new coding term, “collaborative information behaviour”,
was used. As mentioned in the discussion of extract RJ3 above, the specific collaborative
information behaviours observed in the study were collaborative information seeking, collaborative information processing, and collaboration in decision making and taking action, and a
related activity was information sharing.
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The analysis of the findings from this study provides support for many aspects of the ISCM’s
representation of information behaviour. Information users have information needs that derive
from their working context. In this report John, the physician, is responsible for the care of a
patient and needs to find out about the medication the patient is receiving and also to find a
cause of the patient’s spike in temperature. As suggested by the ISCM, information needs
may derive not only from the environmental context but also from the user’s personal context.
In this case John’s need for further information about the patient’s medication is driven by his
personal lack of knowledge about the particular medicine concerned.
The ISCM also refers to the role of motivating factors in encouraging particular information
behaviour. In this report the rapid-paced environment in the hospital, with a need to take actions and decisions quickly, encourages communication between colleagues in order to find
and share information. Once information has been obtained, the ISCM shows that the user
may assess and process it before acting on it. In extract RJ3 the health care professionals
process information, using it to “piece together the story” and then act on it – “They then stop
the medication”. The important influence of credibility and utility on information behaviour, as
depicted in the ISCM, is implicit in the findings. If health care professionals rely on each other
as information sources they must perceive each other to be credible. They also have high
utility in that they work together and it is easy to ask each other questions. The findings have
little to say about the model’s depiction of the information provider except in so far as an information user may also be a provider, but evidence about information providers, their activities
and the factors affecting them has been obtained from the empirical research involving pharmaceutical companies and NICE described in the second part of this research.
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4.3 Prosser et al. (2003)
Study details
Prosser et al. (2003) studied 107 general practitioners in the UK. The main aim of the study
was to investigate the factors influencing physicians to prescribe newly launched drugs. The
investigators carried out semi-structured interviews employing the critical incident technique
to encourage the GPs to recall prescribing events, the reasons for prescribing a new drug and
the sources of information that they used. The transcripts of the interviews were analysed
using a grounded theory approach to identify categories of reasons for prescribing.
Content analysis and applicability of the ISCM
Common concepts in the findings concerned:
• Information
• Information users (physicians) and their context (working environment and expertise)
• Their actions/decisions in prescribing new drugs
• Sources and providers of information
• Credibility of information and sources
• Communication
All of these and other concepts were coded by terms derived from the ISCM and the majority
of the coding terms listed in Table 1 were applicable. Although the study investigated the role
of information providers and sources as influences on GPs, it did not provide details of the
providers’ contexts, goals, perceptions or motivating or inhibiting factors and so these coding
terms were not used. No new concepts were identified from the analysis to suggest that any
revision of the model is needed. The ISCM suggests that information users actively seek information to meet their needs when taking decisions or actions, or alternatively they may receive information that is communicated to them. The findings of this study indicate that the
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latter form of information behaviour may be particularly relevant to general practitioners when
deciding whether to prescribe new drugs:
− Extract P1
“... Exposure to new drug information tended to be reactive, implicit and ad hoc.
GPs undertook an active search for information on new drugs in only 33 (5%) incidents. Furthermore, in 227 cases (37%), the initial informant was both the only information source and the major prescribing influence. The pharmaceutical industry
was the prime mover here in 208 incidents, especially the representative (179 incidents).” (Page 64)

The ISCM highlights the influence of contextual factors (environmental or personal) on information behaviour. The reason why general practitioners may not seek information as in the
above extract may be because of such factors and evidence for this is provided in extract P2.
− Extract P2
Reasons given for not reading scientific journal papers:
“I mean, we’re faced with information overload. It really is a problem”....
“I’m not a researcher, so I wouldn’t know whether a piece of research was good,
bad or indifferent. There’s no easy way round it.” (Page 66)

Because of “information overload” a GP may not have time in a busy working environment to
find information about the latest research from scientific journals. In the ISCM’s terms, information overload or lack of time are inhibiting factors. Alternatively the GP may consider that
his or her personal knowledge and skills are inadequate to assess such information.
Extract P1 illustrates the significant role that information providers can play in influencing decision making. According to the ISCM the recipient of information from a provider would assess
the information, use it or ignore it and would be influenced by factors such as the utility and
credibility of the source and information. The study findings provide support for this as shown
in the following extract.
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− Extract P3
Ninety-two of the GPs saw representatives, and most (70%) regarded representatives as an expedient means of acquiring and processing drug information and
keeping up to date with new products. Although GPs questioned the objectivity of
the industry, they generally considered its information to be factually accurate, if
selective.... Despite GPs’ concern regarding commercial information, a long-standing and trusted relationship with a company or representative led to accepting drug
information, and reduced the perceived risk.
(Page 64)

The utility of company representatives as “expedient” sources of information influences general practitioners to use the information that they provide, which in turn influences the GPs’
prescribing decisions. Although the GPs believe that such information may be selective, they
perceive it to be sufficiently credible – “factually accurate” – to use it, apparently without further
assessment.
According to the ISCM, perceptions affect information behaviour and perceptions are affected
by contextual factors, notably personal and psychological factors. This extract confirms this
and illustrates the role played by interpersonal relationships. By establishing a personal relationship with an information user, a provider may influence the former’s perceptions of the
provider. In this case a relationship built up over time between a general practitioner and a
company representative can increase the GP’s trust and the perceived credibility of the information provided. Another example of the influence of information providers on decision making is shown in extract P4.
− Extract P4
“The letters from the hospital don’t often explain very much, they just say, ‘I’ve decided to give Mrs So-and-so …’ or rather they’re telling us to prescribe X for
Mrs So-and-so. They don’t put in a logical argument as to why they want you to
prescribe that drug.” (Page 66)
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In this example the information provided by the hospital is not meant simply to inform the GP
but also to direct him/her in future prescribing decisions. The ISCM shows that information
providers may also communicate with each other. For example an opinion leader may receive
information from a provider (such as a company marketing a product) and then act as an
information provider to others. Extract P5 gives a possible illustration of this aspect of the
model.
− Extract P5
“If the consultants who I perceive to be the better consultants are actively prescribing something then that would influence me. Occasionally, there may be a negative
influence—someone who you don’t feel is that on the ball or someone who you
know is maybe influenced by pharmaceutical companies.”
(Page 66)

This extract again demonstrates the importance of perceptions: the GP is influenced by “consultants who I perceive to be the better consultants”. However, the GP perceives that some
other consultants have less credibility – perhaps if their knowledge or expertise is inadequate
(not “on the ball”) or if pharmaceutical companies have influenced them. The latter possibility
implies communication between companies and these consultants, who then provide information obtained from the companies. This information may then be perceived by the GP to be
less credible as it may favour the companies’ medical products.
A further influence on general practitioners’ prescribing decisions may come from their patients:
− Extract P6
“The patient insisted that I prescribe it. Strictly I should not prescribe just according
to patient demand. I wasn’t convinced it was a useful drug to prescribe … I feel
annoyed because patients hear about so-called revolutionary medicine and the lay
press get hold of it. It’s the Daily Mail syndrome. You have a group of articulate, half
informed, half knowledgeable patients who can be very pushy. They put their hands
in their pockets and pull out a newspaper clipping about a drug they feel they should
have.” (Page 67)
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This example shows the importance of the physician’s context or working environment. A general practitioner may be confronted by a patient who has obtained information about a new
drug from the media and who then demands to be treated with it. Thus the information that
influences the physician’s prescribing decision may come from the patient. Despite reservations about the credibility of such information (patients are only “half informed”), the GP may
prescribe the drug.
The findings of this study provide support for a number of aspects of information behaviour as
represented in the ISCM, including:
• The influence of communications from different information providers
• The importance of the information user’s contextual factors and perceptions
• The effects of inhibiting factors on information seeking
• The significance of the credibility and utility of information and sources
• Communication between information providers
The analysis revealed no new features of information behaviour that would require a revision
of the model.
4.4 Lacey Bryant (2004)
Study details
Lacey Bryant (2004) carried out in-depth interviews or group discussions with 58 general practitioners in the area of Aylesbury in the UK. The aims of the study were to investigate the
physicians’ information needs, the factors motivating them to seek information and their information seeking behaviour. A medical library was available locally which could be used by GPs,
and some doctors’ practices also had a librarian. The study also investigated the use of these
services.
Content analysis and applicability of the ISCM
When the findings section of the report was subjected to content analysis it was found that the
text could be adequately coded by the terms derived from the ISCM. The majority of the coding
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terms listed in Table 2 were applicable. Since the study investigated physicians’ information
needs, their information seeking behaviour and factors affecting it, it was not surprising to find
that frequently occurring concepts in the text concerned:
• Information
• The information user, including the user’s context (working environment and role, career
stage, expertise and knowledge), perceptions and information needs
• Information seeking
• Motivating and inhibiting factors
• Information sources
• Utility or credibility of information
Concepts relating to information providers were not found except in reference to librarians
(see extracts LB3 and LB4 below). No new concepts were identified from the analysis to suggest that any revision of the model is needed. The findings endorsed a number of aspects of
the ISCM’s representation of information behaviour. The following extracts provide illustrations.
Extract LB1 demonstrates, as suggested by the ISCM, that the user’s context affects his/her
needs and wants and the motivating or inhibiting factors that influence the decision to seek
information.
− Extract LB1
“Articulated by every single informant, the clinical care of individual patients was the
primary reason for seeking information. Information need was perceived as problem-orientated. One doctor coined the phrase ‘clinical conundrums’ to describe
questions arising from the diagnosis and therapeutic management of patients. ‘Immediately wanting to find an answer to a specific question raised in a consultation
with a patient, so it is very much patient-led in terms of going out and searching out
for information.’”
(Pages 87-88)
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Here the information user’s work (environmental) context is that of a physician providing care
to patients. In this context information needs arise, including questions about diagnosis and
treatment, which lead to a decision to seek information. One of the motivating factors affecting
the decision is urgency:
“Immediately wanting to find an answer to a specific question”.
The ISCM also shows that the user’s personal context, which includes experience, knowledge
and expertise, affects information needs and influences information seeking. Lacey Bryant’s
findings provide evidence of this, as illustrated by Extract LB2:
− Extract LB2
“By the time you’ve finished your GP Training Scheme you should be right up to
date on therapeutics. Where I never felt completely confident, to begin with, was on
the subject of diagnosis … After 10 years of experience ... your confidence from the
point of view of diagnosis and prognosis is very much better but your knowledge of
therapeutics is becoming out of date.” (Page 88)

Thus the physician’s expertise increases over time, reducing the need to seek information in
certain areas such as diagnosis and prognosis, but knowledge of other areas such as therapeutics may become outdated, leading to a need for more up-to-date information. Such
knowledge gaps may motivate the physician to seek information, either because of a specific
need or because of general interest. As Lacey Bryant reports: “specific gaps in knowledge on
‘new’ diagnoses and therapies motivate GPs to pursue information ... Information seeking is
driven by ‘personal interest and inclination to a large extent.’” (Page 88).
The study findings provide evidence for the ISCM’s representation of the utility of a source as
an important factor affecting its use and of the role of feelings and thoughts in information
seeking:
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− Extract LB3
“... having to go away and visit a library remotely makes it less likely to happen, and
it’s very valuable to be able to pop upstairs to look at it and get back to the patient
... Using this one here [the library in the GP’s practice] is fine. It’s convenient, it’s
small. That’s half the problem with the one at Stoke. It’s feeling a little bit lost there
… I think ‘Oh God, everyone’s wondering who I am’ … but having said that I mean
it’s a very user-friendly place.” (Page 90)

In this case the utility of the library in the GP’s own practice – its convenient location and small
size – is a motivating factor for its use. The lower utility of the library in the postgraduate centre
at Stoke Mandeville Hospital, partly because of its more distant location, is an inhibiting factor.
Feelings and thoughts during information seeking also have an effect: because of the library’s
large size, the GP feels “lost” when using it and thinks that other people there wonder who
(s)he is.
The preferred sources used by physicians in this study (page 89) were:
• A personal collection
• Electronic resources
• Colleagues and specialists
• A library
Utility or convenience again affected the choice of source. Those physicians who had a library
in their own practice were more likely to use it rather than contacting colleagues or specialists.
The findings also provide evidence of the role of an information provider and the provider’s
context:
− Extract LB4
“‘I’m not so at ease with librarians’ systems, library systems that I can go in without
needing help. I need help because my time is so limited … I do want a service, I’m
afraid’ ... Library use is influenced by interpersonal relationships, as well as by the
quality of the service. ‘… They are brilliant at getting things for me. So it’s about
personal relationships.’” (Page 91)
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The physician lacks expertise with library systems, which are the environment of the librarian
or information provider, and needs the librarian’s services. The physician’s use of the librarian’s services is affected by their utility (“they’re brilliant at getting things for me”). This extract
also illustrates the two-way flow of information as represented in the ISCM. The physician
communicates with the provider to seek information, which the provider then supplies or communicates to the physician. The ISCM suggests that such communications are likely to be
affected by contextual factors for both the user and the provider. The extract shows that this
is indeed the case: an important contextual factor influencing the physician to seek information
through the librarian is limited time. As in the study of Prosser et al. (2003) in extract P3 above,
interpersonal relationships are identified here as being a factor in information behaviour, and
they can be seen as part of the personal or psychological context of both the physician and
the librarian. The findings of Lacey Bryant’s study substantiate several aspects of information
behaviour as depicted in the ISCM, including:
• The influence of the information user’s environmental context (work) and personal context
(experience, knowledge and expertise) in generating information needs and on information
seeking
• The influence of utility on the user’s choice of information and sources
• Feelings and thoughts during information seeking
• Communication and the two-way flow of information between users and providers.
4.5 Green and Ruff (2005)
Study details
Green and Ruff (2005) carried out focus group discussions with 34 resident physicians (recently qualified physicians who were undergoing training in hospitals) in the USA. The researchers then performed a thematic analysis of the transcripts from the discussions. The aim
of the study was to elicit the barriers encountered by the physicians when trying to answer
clinical questions and thus to understand better the obstacles to evidence-based medicine.
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Content analysis and applicability of the ISCM
When the findings section of the report was subjected to content analysis the term “barrier”
appeared frequently in the text, as would be expected in view of the study’s aim, and it was
used for different concepts. These different meanings were considered in order to find out
whether they could be coded by the terms derived from the ISCM or whether they represented
concepts not covered by the model. The eight types of barriers described by the authors were:
Technical or pragmatic barriers (Green and Ruff, 2005:177)
• Access to electronic information resources
• Skills in searching information resources
• Clinical question tracking
• Time
Emotional or cultural barriers
• Clinical question priority
• Personal initiative
• Team dynamics
• Institutional culture
The first of these, access to electronic resources, can be seen in the ISCM as an aspect of
the user’s environmental context. Lack of access to computers can be an inhibitory factor
preventing information seeking:
− Extract GR1
“... Computer terminals were often not located at the point of care. They [resident
physicians] often found themselves wasting precious time in search of computers
at some distance from their patients. It’s often very useful to have one key clinical
question and to answer it right on the spot because you need to act fairly soon and
you have like three other patients to see and you may not get back to that clinical
question in a timely enough manner if you don’t have the resources right there to
be able to pursue that question.” (Page 178)
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The second barrier, skills in searching information resources, is part of the personal context
but the discussion by Green and Ruff about this potential barrier also refers to other factors
relevant to the ISCM, as illustrated in the following extract:
− Extract GR2
“... Residents had difficulty knowing when to stop searching, because they remained
uncertain of the validity, timeliness, or exhaustiveness of the information they retrieved. It was regarding an algorithm for brain Mets’ [metastases] of unknown primary. Maybe because I don’t have the skill, I didn’t know when enough was enough.
OK, I had four articles ... and I found myself saying, “I need more. I need the latest
data.” If the article was from ’96 I thought it was not up to date enough.... I think we
need to know when we have a clinical question, when do we have an answer to it?”
(Page 178)

In this example the level of skill in assessing information affects information seeking: if the
physician is uncertain about the validity of the information found and whether it is up to date
and complete, he or she will be uncertain whether or not to continue searching. Assessing the
information and its validity depends partly on the user’s perception of its trustworthiness and
truthfulness (credibility in the ISCM) and its relevance (utility). Assessing how up to date and
complete it is will also affect the user’s judgement of its utility: if it is not up to date or if it is not
deemed exhaustive enough its utility will be judged to be less than optimal. The third barrier,
clinical question tracking, is described in the next extract:
− Extract GR3
“If unable to respond to a question as a clinical scenario unfolded, residents often
deferred the question to a later time... Residents forgot these questions, despite
their good intentions, and lamented the lack of an adequate system to track them.
I’ve had about five different systems in the last three years and there are remnants
of all five around the house.... If they were all in one place, it’s easier. So I had a
little notebook I was going to use but, over time, your shoulders get so sore. You
start dropping things out of your white coat and you can’t stand to have something
else weighing you down. So then it becomes scraps of paper.” (Page 178)

Thus if the physician’s knowledge is insufficient to answer a clinical question he or she is likely
to defer information seeking until later but may then forget to pursue the information need. In
the ISCM’s terms the poor utility of the information source or “clinical question tracking” system
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used in the physician’s working environment, which may be only “scraps of paper”, inhibits
information seeking. Time, or lack of it, is the fourth barrier and this can be seen as part of the
user’s environmental context in the ISCM. The fifth factor, clinical question priority, relates to
the urgency of the information need, its relevance to patient care and the feasibility or nonfeasibility of treatment depending on medication costs. It thus covers a number of motivating
or inhibiting factors resulting from the environmental context (urgency of treatment, funding of
medication costs) or relating to the utility of the information (its relevance to patient care). The
sixth barrier, personal initiative, can be seen to be part of the user’s personal context, which
includes psychological factors. The seventh, team dynamics, concerns the environmental context in which the physicians work, including their roles and responsibilities, and interpersonal
relationships, which may be seen as part of the personal/psychological context. Good team
relationships can have a positive psychological effect and act as a motivating factor, as illustrated in extract GR4:
− Extract GR4
“The learning climate ... greatly influenced the residents’ motivation to pursue their
clinical questions... Sometimes when there’s a really good team rapport, your whole
motivation and your standards go up because everybody’s really doing their work...
The degree of decision-making autonomy also influenced residents’ information
seeking behavior... If you don’t have control over that patient, you can come up with
a really great answer, but if they’re not used to using that drug and they’re not comfortable with it, it’s not going to get used... (Page 179)

The eighth barrier, institutional culture, is also a feature of the environmental context in which
the physicians work. All of these factors can thus be seen to be represented by concepts in
the ISCM and they may act as barriers to information seeking, or inhibiting factors in the terminology of the ISCM. Content analysis revealed no new concepts that would necessitate
revision of the model. The majority of the coding terms listed in Table 1 were used in the
content analysis, the main exceptions being terms related to information providers, and there
was also little specific reference to communication. These findings are not surprising as the
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focus of the study was on physicians’ information seeking behaviour rather than their communication activities or communications from external providers. Green and Ruff summarized
their findings in the following diagram representing the barriers to information seeking and use
(Green and Ruff, 2005: 180):

Figure 4. Conceptual model of barriers to answering clinical questions
(Green and Ruff, 2005)
The diagram shows the path that a resident physician follows when dealing with an information
need and the barriers or inhibiting factors that influence his or her information behaviour at
each step. The physician may have an information need relating to the management of a
patient or an initially “unknown information need” arising from discussions with a colleague.
The physician may initially defer the decision about seeking information. If so, the likelihood
that the clinical question will subsequently be pursued is influenced by the physician’s context,
as suggested in the ISCM. In Green and Ruff’s representation a particular barrier is the lack
of an effective question tracking system, which as noted above can be represented in the
ISCM as a source of inadequate utility in the physician’s working environment (such as the
“scraps of paper” referred to in Extract 2). If the physician considers pursuing the information
need, the decision is affected by motivating and inhibiting factors linked to the physician’s
context as shown in the ISCM. Green and Ruff here refer to three barriers: clinical question
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priority, team dynamics and personal initiative. These factors are represented in the ISCM as
environmental and personal aspects of the physician’s context as discussed above.
In Green and Ruff’s diagram a barrier to choosing and then using an information source is
access. Similarly, the ISCM shows that choosing a source is influenced by its utility, one aspect of which is accessibility. Finding information then depends in part on the skills of the
physician. Skills (or lack of skills) are shown as a barrier in Green and Ruff’s representation.
In the ISCM, skills form part of the user’s personal context, which includes knowledge, education, training and experience, and the user’s context affects all aspects of his/her information
behaviour. Green and Ruff’s diagram also shows barriers of time and institutional culture,
which the authors say “loom over the entire process”. They add: “It is also noteworthy that
attitudinal or cultural barriers may lead a resident to abandon the pursuit of a question”. In the
ISCM time constraints and culture are seen as part of the user’s environmental context. Finally
the diagram refers to the physician appraising and applying information, steps which are
shown in the ISCM as assessing and processing information followed by use of the information
to take actions or decisions. Thus the findings of this study endorse many aspects of the
ISCM’s representation of information behaviour and in particular:
• Information needs deriving from the user’s context
• The influence on information seeking of the information user’s context including environmental culture, time pressures, systems and facilities, team relationships, clinical knowledge, skill
in searching and skill in assessing information
• The effects of motivating factors on information seeking
• Needs not being pursued because of inhibiting factors
• The influence of utility and credibility on the user’s choice of sources and use of information
• The assessment, processing and use of information by the user
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4.6 Hughes et al. (2010)
Study details
Hughes et al. (2010) studied 35 hospital- and clinic-based physicians in the UK, all of whom
had qualified from medical school between 2 and 3 years previously and whom the authors
therefore deemed likely to be regular users of the Internet. The aims of the study were to
investigate the information searching behaviour of these physicians when using online
sources and their judgements about information quality. Over a minimum of five days at work
the physicians completed online diaries detailing the websites they had used, why they had
used them and any negative or positive incidents when using the Internet. The researchers
then carried out a semi structured interview with each physician to obtain further details. The
qualitative data from the diaries and interview transcripts were analysed by thematic analysis.
Content analysis and applicability of the ISCM
When the findings section of the report was subjected to content analysis it was found that the
text could be adequately coded by the terms derived from the ISCM. Commonly occurring
concepts included:
• Information
• Information sources, including providers and information products
• The information user, including the user’s context (working environment, role and tasks, clinical knowledge and experience in using websites)
• The user’s perceptions of sources
• The credibility or utility of information/sources
• Choosing sources
• Information seeking
• Assessing and processing information and using it to take actions or decisions
The majority of the coding terms listed in Table 1 were applicable, the main exceptions being
terms related to information providers. The latter finding is unsurprising as the focus of the
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study was on physicians’ information seeking behaviour rather than communications from external providers. No new concepts were identified from the analysis to suggest a need for
revisions to the model.
The information needs that led to searching activities were of two main types: to obtain an
answer to a particular clinical question or to find background information to increase
knowledge as described in extract H1.
− Extract H1
“Doctors had two dominant types of information need or search task: to solve an
immediate defined problem (e.g., “the best beta blocker to use for someone with
heart failure”) or to get background information on a subject. The former is to advance an immediate task in the clinical context and forms a closed question with a
specific answer... The latter is an open question driven by the need to be knowledgeable about a subject... If it is a background or open question, then the impact
on doctors’ immediate decision making is reduced: To get some background information on something that I’m not really familiar with ... It tends not have a big influence on my management plan... To find out information about something that I did
not really know about, but not necessarily to make clinical decisions on how to treat
a patient.” (Page 439)

This extract provides examples of the information user’s context driving information needs as
shown in the ISCM. The working or environmental context of the physician drives the need to
find information about the best treatment for a particular patient. Both the working context and
the personal context – the desire to increase knowledge and expertise – lead the physician to
seek background information. The extract also demonstrates, again in accordance with the
ISCM, that although those who seek information often use it to take decisions or actions this
is not always the case immediately and another outcome may simply be an increase in
knowledge (though this increased knowledge will influence future actions and decisions).
In the report the concept of bias in choosing sources was also frequently referred too. The
authors found that physicians preferred to use websites with which they were familiar and
which they believed would provide relevant information.
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They observed that physicians used search engines to navigate to such websites, referring to
this behaviour as “a distinct pattern not clearly noted in previous studies, and might be known
as ‘known address bias’”. This finding is illustrated in the following extract:
− Extract H2
This notion of address bias is used to orientate search engine use towards a site
that the user believes may have appropriate information on the required subject,
and if found in the search engine results, to navigate directly to that page within the
preferred site. This was used by 48% of doctors... I put what I’m looking for, and
then I put eMedicine and Wikipedia, and I put that through Google... If there is syndrome that I haven’t heard of, then I would type into Google with the exact phrase...
I would select the Web sites that I have heard of... (Page 439)

The ISCM suggests that the information user’s choice of sources is influenced by a number of
factors and in particular by the perceived utility and credibility of the sources and the information that they provide. The study findings corroborate this aspect of the model. In extract
H2 physicians navigated to websites of perceived high utility, i.e. websites that they believed
from past experience would provide information relevant to their needs. The perceived credibility of websites is also important, as illustrated by the quotations in extract H3:
− Extract H3
“I would trust it. It is written by doctors and generally reliable.” “There are various
guides that you know are reliable, from word of mouth sites like NICE and BNF are
accredited and evidence based. Things like PubMed too.” “I would only take it from
a valid or official Web site such as a university Web site or similar.” “If it is from
someone famous in the field, you are more likely to pay attention. If there is no
author there or you do not know who put it there, then you are less likely to give it
any credit.” “You get introduced to sites by senior people that you respect and that
use them; they tell you to use them.” (Appendix, Pages 450-451)

As described in part 3, credibility in the ISCM refers to perceived trustworthiness, reliability,
accuracy and authority, and also to the concept of homophily (Rogers, 2003) – that people
are more likely to be influenced by those who are similar to them (homophilous) than by those
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who are different (heterophilous). Extract H3 shows that physicians may consider information
to be trustworthy if it comes from a homophilous source – other physicians. They may also
regard information as credible if it comes from sources recommended (“from word of mouth”)
by colleagues or from official sources such as NICE, the BNF (British National Formulary) or
university websites. Credibility also relates to authority – “someone famous in the field” or
“senior people”. The quotations in this extract seem to endorse the ISCM, but one of the authors’ comments requires clarification. When discussing the way in which physicians judge
information and websites, Hughes et al. state: “In looking at the criteria doctors apply, the
credibility construct is not as useful as information quality or cognitive authority in detailing
doctors’ information judgments”. This view arises from their terminology. As discussed in part
3, the terms quality, credibility and cognitive authority used by Hughes et al. have much overlap in meaning. In the ISCM the broad terms credibility and utility encompass the concepts
that underlie quality and cognitive authority. The study’s findings confirm the importance of
these two overarching characteristics of information and sources as represented in the ISCM
The ISCM suggests that, having found information, the user assesses and processes it, using
it to take actions or decisions or to increase his/her knowledge.
The study findings substantiate the model in this regard but also show that physicians often
process information without properly evaluating it themselves (extract H4). Instead, they may
assess information as credible because they obtain it from websites that they regard as reliable. Alternatively if information ties in with their existing knowledge they may judge it as appropriate without further investigation.
− Extract H4
“If they are sites I rely on anyway, then a lot of it I won’t [validate] unless it’s a point
of specific interest. So, probably about 5–10% of the time I’ll look at references and
things... Generally when you are looking for something, say, for example, you want
details of a particular symptom or disease, I vaguely know what to expect. If it seems
sensible we use, which may not be very good practice, but it is something we do all
the time... As stated previously, these evaluative judgments were, in fact, very rare.
Moreover, only a few participants actually reported retrieving information from a
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Web site new to them... Overall, the search process is highly biased towards
sources of known information quality and cognitive authority...” (Page 441)

The findings of this study support several aspects of the ISCM’s representation of information
behaviour, including:
• The influence of the information user’s environmental context (work) and personal context
(lack of knowledge) in generating information needs
• The influence of the user’s perceptions of utility and credibility on the choice of information
and sources, and the influence of the user’s environmental context on these perceptions
• Information seeking and the activities involved
• The user’s use of information to take decisions or actions or to increase knowledge
5.1 Review of the Information Seeking and Communication Model
These findings indicate that the ISCM adequately represents key features of information users’
behaviour and factors affecting it. However, the following modifications to the diagrammatic
form of the model seem worthwhile. The study by Reddy and Jansen (2008) described in
section 4.2 refers to collaborative information behaviour and information sharing between users. To make it clearer that information behaviour may involve information seeking, processing
of information and taking decisions and actions on a joint basis and to depict information sharing more explicitly, the model can be amended to show more than one “information user” box
as in Figure 5, with a two-way arrow (arrow) to show information sharing between users. This
revision also has the merit of showing the parallels between users and providers: just as there
may be several providers, who may communicate with each other (arrow), there may be several users, who may communicate with each other (arrow).
The model shows the outcome of successful information seeking as actions or decisions. The
“Actions Decisions” box is intended to represent examples of outcomes of information seeking.
Another outcome may be filling gaps in knowledge as noted in the description of the ISCM in
part 4 and as found by Lacey Bryant (2004) and Hughes et al. (extract H1 above). To reflect
this, the wording in the box can be changed to “Outcomes: actions, decisions, knowledge”.
Finally, for consistency, it is appropriate to use similar wording in the two boxes referring to
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the handling of information. The model describes the handling of information received in communications as “Assess, use or ignore communication”, whereas that for information found
through seeking is “Assess and process information”. The meaning of the latter can be clarified
by changing the wording to “Assess, use or dismiss information”.
The revised model incorporating all these changes is shown in Figure 5

Figure 5. Revised information-seeking and communication model
5.2 Part Five- Summary and conclusions
The review of the literature on the information behaviour of physicians provides support for
most of the concepts underlying the Information Seeking and Communication Model. Detailed
content analysis of five representative reports from the literature provides substantial evidence
of the validity of the model as it applies to physicians. According to the ISCM the information
user’s context, including the working environment (role, tasks, resources available, time pressures, culture and other factors) and personal environment (knowledge, training, experience,
psychological and other factors), plays a fundamental role in the user’s information behaviour.
It not only stimulates the user’s information needs, it also colours the user’s perceptions of
himself or herself, of others and of information and sources.
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The model shows utility and credibility of information and sources as particularly important
perceptions affecting the user’s choice of sources and use of information. Contextual factors
also determine motivating and inhibiting factors that encourage or discourage the user when
deciding whether or not to seek information. The five studies together provide evidence that
all of this is true with regard to physicians’ information behaviour. They provide examples of
the activities of physicians in seeking information and some of the thoughts and feelings they
may have as they seek information. They also provide examples of physicians’ processing
and assessing information and using it to make decisions, take actions or to increase their
knowledge. The model also depicts a two-way flow of information, as shown in Figure 3 and
by the exchange of information between providers represented by arrow - in Figure 5 or between users represented by arrow The user and provider roles are thus interchangeable: a
user can become a provider and vice versa. This aspect of information behaviour was demonstrated in the study of Reddy and Jansen (2008), which reported that physicians and other
health care professionals may act in collaboration to seek information, share it and use it together. The modified version of the ISCM in Figure 5 shows single or multiple information
users to emphasize that information users do not necessarily act alone. The literature reviewed here on physicians’ information behaviour therefore endorses much of the model.
However, it provides little or no detail about the actions of external information providers, the
contextual factors that affect them, their goals, or their activities in producing information products or in communicating. Evidence about the information behaviour of information providers
and the validity of the model as applied to them was obtained by empirical research into the
activities of pharmaceutical companies and the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE). Recommendations will be in part two of this research.
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